
Dear colleagues,
             
The XXI EURALEX International Congress will be held between 8-12 October 2024 in Cavtat,
Croatia.
The Congress will be organized by the Institute for the Croatian Language and will take place
at the Hotel Croatia, Cavtat.
With its motto Lexicography and Semantics the conference aims at bringing together
professional lexicographers, linguists, publishers, researchers, software developers and anyone
interested in dictionaries and their educational, cultural, political and social impact on everyday
life. The conference will be organized as a hybrid event and while we encourage everyone to
participate on-site, we plan to provide live streaming and recording of the event for registered
participants. Please note that the authors are expected to present on-site though. 

Reminder
The deadline for the submission of abstracts with a maximum of 800 words, excluding
references, tables, and figures, is 1 February 2024.
Abstracts should be anonymous.
Languages: The language of oral presentations at the conference is English and no interpreting
service is provided. However, you can submit your proposals in any European language.
Submission link:
More information is available at: 
The webpage has been updated with details about keynote speeches, the program, and the scientific
committee. Provisional conference fees have also been included. 
Call for papers
Papers, posters, presentations of new projects, and software demonstrations are invited on the
topic Lexicography and Semantics (theoretical and applied perspectives) as well as on all
lexicographically relevant topics including, but not limited to, the following fields:

Monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual lexicography including commercial dictionary publishing
The dictionary-making process, the use of dictionaries, and the needs of the user
Lexicography and language technologies: the use of computational linguistics, natural language
processing and computer science technologies and language resources in lexicography
Terminology, terminography, and other specialized forms of lexicography
Lexicography of lesser-used and under-researched languages
Phraseology and collocations
Lexicography and etymology
Lexicological issues of lexicographical relevance
Reports on lexicographical and lexicological projects
Academic lexicography, historical lexicography, scholarly lexicography
Theoretical linguistic research, especially those branches most directly related to the interests and
needs of compilers of dictionaries and/or computer lexicons, including word meaning, syntax, word
combinations (phraseology), morphology, phonology, etc.
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The main topics are not meant to exclude any other lexicographic topic. Papers, posters, and
demonstrations that are relevant to the congress, but do not fit into any of the above-mentioned
categories, will be reviewed nonetheless and considered for presentation.
 
Types of contributions
When submitting your proposal, you can choose between the following types of contributions:

Papers (regular 20 min. presentations)
Software demonstrations (10 min. video demonstrations in a specific time slot)
Posters (to be presented in a dedicated poster session)

Each proposal will be reviewed anonymously by a minimum of two members of the Scientific
Committee. The Conference Proceedings will be published online and freely accessible ahead of
the conference. It will also be submitted for indexing in Scopus.

Keynote speakers

The keynote speakers are Dirk Geeraerts, Kory Stamper, Lana Hudeček, Tony Veale, and Tiago

Torrent. On our webpage, you can now find their short bios along with titles and abstracts for

their talks. These presentations are timely and exciting, and we are certain they will serve as a

significant incentive for your attendance at the conference. 

Call for Workshops
The conference offers an opportunity to discuss topics in detail at pre-conference workshops.
These can be half-dfay workshops on Tuesday 8 October (09:00 – 14:00).
Venues can be booked for free, but the workshop organiser pays any possible additional costs
(coffee breaks, meals, etc.) If you wish to organise or take part in a workshop, you are required to
register as a conference attendee and are asked to pay the applicable registration fee. Workshop
organisers may ask for an additional workshop fee.
Proposals are welcome and must include:

title + workshop chair
length and format of workshop
estimate of audience size
short description of agenda
information about structure and time schedule
preferred time slot
any technical needs.

Workshop proposals must be submitted to euralex2024@ihjj.hr by 15 January 2024. Each submitted
proposal will be reviewed closely by the Conference Organizing Committee by the middle of
February 2024.

We eagerly anticipate your presence in Croatia!

Kristina Š. Despot
on behalf of the
EURALEX 2024 Organizing Committee

K. Despot
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